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Text Transcript
Full Downloads For This Episode Are Here:
hFp://yaro.blog/27826/david-hauser/
YARO: Hello, this is Yaro and welcome to another Entrepreneur's Journey
interview. Today, on the line, I have a guest who, I have to admit, I used to
hear a lot about his company, or his previous company anyway, which I'll
explain in a moment.
Let me introduce my guest. It's David Hauser. David, hello.
DAVID: Hi, thanks for having me.
YARO: Thanks for coming along.
DAVID: David, correct me if I'm wrong but your biggest claim to fame is the
company founded Grasshopper and later sold. Is that right?
DAVID: Yes, that's deﬁnitely the company we scaled the furthest for sure.
YARO: Any other… Everyone's got their own personal decision on what they
think is a claim to fame. It could have been high school baseball team or
something, but is there anything else that you want to put out there right
now so we can be interested in the whole story?
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DAVID: Yes, sure. In high school, I have found Return Path which is an email
management company. It's s'll around today. I've also been involved in a ton
of other startups. We built Chargify, another SaaS product within
Grasshopper, and that company we then sold, as well. And then, of course,
lots of failed things along the way [chuckle]. That's part of your
entrepreneurial journey.
Then, I had the pleasure to invest in over probably about a hundred diﬀerent
companies at the Angel Sage, so I've seen a lot of diﬀerent things and a lot of
diﬀerent industries now.
YARO: Yes, I was reading your… you got a Wikipedia entry. You know you're a
big deal when you have a Wikipedia entry [chuckle]. I'm seeing Intercom,
Unbounce, a couple of big companies there that I am quite aware of that you
invested in.
But, Grasshopper is certainly a company I used to hear a lot about. I think
probably Mixergy podcast. I think you guys used to adver'se like crazy on
that with Andrew Warner.
DAVID: Yes, we were good friends with Andrew and s'll… I love Andrew and
we deﬁnitely are adver'sed early on there. It was one of our many channels
of adver'sing.
YARO: Right. Well, I'd love to dive in a lible bit of that back story, too, and of
course, you're also the author of a brand new book, another reason to talk to
you. I'd like to cover all of these. Let's go back in 'me.
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Born and raised in the States? Are there any entrepreneurial endeavors even
before… you had something as a teenager by the sound of it… Anything when
you were younger than that?
DAVID: Yes, I think I was always an entrepreneur. I didn't even know what it
really meant. I think my family, too. My father ran his own business that my
grandfather ran, as well. Maybe I was exposed to that and that experience. As
back far as I can remember, I would try to sell whatever it was. I made jewelry
with the metal 'es and beads and stuﬀ. In essence, buying the cheapest
materials possible and selling it as a cute kid and capitalizing on that. I did a
number of diﬀerent things like that, played with baseball cards and trading
cards.
I think when I really started to understand that I wanted to do something
besides a hobby that happen to make money, I started doing web design
probably right before high school. I said to my dad I needed a computer. This
was back when you buy a Dell computer and it was $4000.
He said, "Okay, you can get a computer but you have to pay me back for it."
That made me very aware of making sure if I was going to make a decision,
that I was going to make money from doing so, and started doing web design
and progress from there along that path preby early in high school, just
before actually, so eighth grade.
YARO: Okay, I know when I was in grade seven, I am 12 years old, I'm playing
with Nintendo. To 'mestamp this, that was Super Nintendo for me. I think
you're about ten years younger than me. You must have been… was it the late
90s when you were just a child to play with your computer [laughter]?
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DAVID: Yes, exactly [laughter].
YARO: I was eighteen, so yes, similar… I was… Well, you weren't really
though.
Okay, take us forward. We feel you have this obliga'on to pay back your
father and make this business work, but you also were only 12 years old. I'm
guessing you have normal homework to do, all those other things going on,
right?
DAVID: Yes. I was actually very interested. In eighth grade, I didn't have a
tremendous amount of homework because I went to a very unique school in
New York City, a progressive school called City and Country, a great
experience, but deﬁnitely did not believe in homework and grades.
High school was a lible diﬀerent for me when I went to a "regular high
school", but I think at that point, I had learned both how to learn, I had
learned 'me management and then, going to high school, my parents
overloaded my schedule a lible bit, so I did three diﬀerent sports and a lot of
other extracurricular ac'vi'es. That made me quickly understand 'me
management. Homework never really got in the way and I think that also
helped later on when I found the Grasshopper when I was in college seeing
principles applied. I was going to school four days a week. I compressed my
classes as much as possible so that I could work as much as possible.
YARO: What about the marke'ng side? That's usually the hardest thing,
gehng clients, and especially even a teenager or grade eight, convincing
someone to buy from you anything [chuckle] unless it's lemonade or baseball
cards. It's quite an ask. How did you do that?
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DAVID: [Chuckle] Yes, I mean, I think you have to use what you have to your
advantage. Rather than downplaying my age, I played to that and said, "Give
me a chance. If you don't like it, I'll refund all your money." I had that ﬂexibility
because without a family or bills to pay other than paying back the computer,
I could have that ﬂexibility so I played that up. And then, just using any
rela'onship I possibly could. I did a few projects ﬁrst. Obviously, I did my
dad's company's website. That was interest on the payment for the computer,
associa'ons and other people in the industry.
At this point, if you look back that far, we're talking 15 or 20 years now,
actually a lible more than that, web design was much more immature than it
is today, so the expecta'ons were also tremendously lower. Being able to
accomplish that, I think, was much easier than it is today.
YARO: How come that company did not turn into your ﬁrst mul'million-dollar
business? So, maybe date that back…
DAVID: [Chuckle] No, it deﬁnitely didn't. I quickly found that I didn't love
doing it, one. And then, two, I think it's very hard to scale our services
business. I understand that more today. I think at that 'me, I just understood
that it was, like you said, very diﬃcult to get a consistent ﬂow of clients, and I
was young, so I didn't naturally understand why and I think that was one of
the challenges scaling a services business.
But, the nice thing is it let me go into the next thing. I met some people. I
created a banner adver'sing network and sokware that managed a banner
adver'sing, (this was early, early on), and I met those people because of doing
web design. I started building that up. I met other people and each step of
the way, it was just from doing what I was doing that I met someone else.
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YARO: So, were you also a programmer? Were you quite technically skilled?
DAVID: Yes, so never any tradi'onal schooling necessarily. I think the only
class I ever took was in AP Computer Science class in high school because it
was easy for me to get a good grade. But I've taught myself. I'd buy books. I
can remember sihng over Christmas break when school is out, reading how
to program in ColdFusion, a long-ago language, and just told myself, it just
worked for me.
YARO: Was there an inclina'on at this 'me that you were going to, because
it doesn't sound like you have a tradi'onal career path like graduate, go to
college and get a job. It sounds like you're an entrepreneur from day one, but
it s'll could have been like if this does not work, you have to get a normal job,
as your parents were telling you that or something.
DAVID: No, it was preby clear that this is what I was going to do. There was
even discussion when I was working in the internet boom before the crash in
New York City. I was down in Broad St., the center of where things were
happening in New York. I considered not going to college.
The only 'me my mom or my parents said, "Hey, this is not a good choice."
When that conversa'on came up and my mom quite clearly said, "Well, if you
really don't want to go, that's ﬁne, but I would suggest you do in case
something happens," and something did happen to that industry, but more
importantly just immature and things like that.
I'm glad that I listened, but I went to a very entrepreneurial school. I applied
to Babson College which was the only school I wanted to go to, very
entrepreneurial core structure and things like that. It was clear. I was not
going to get a "regular" job.
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YARO: Normally, in my interviews, we rush past the teenage years because
there's not a lot happening there, but I feel like we almost have to spend a bit
more 'me here with you, David. Can you take us forward with this banner,
"adver'sing management company”? How did that go and what was next?
DAVID: Yes. I did reasonably well, enough money to pay for things you want
as a teenager like go out to dinner and do stuﬀ like that. It wasn't a massive
success but we were doing quite well at it in a very early space.
From there, I looked at all sorts of other things and ul'mately met some
people in New York, went to work for James and his company. He was
running a company called TheSquare.com which was a social network for Ivy
League graduates (sounds familiar, right?) way before Facebook. I did some
work with him and ended up founding a company in the email space return
path with him and a few others and that's right around when I was
considering, "Do I go to college or not?" I ul'mately decided that I was going
to go to college. I went and focused on that. S'll did stuﬀ on the side, so the
banner ads were s'll happening when I started college and that was providing
again, reasonable income, but it wasn't scaling quickly; focus probably the ﬁrst
year or two in college on a lible bit more on school, but then, by sophomore
year going to junior year, I was preby focused on star'ng something and
that's when Grasshopper started.
YARO: So, Return Path, were you involved with that much? What was that
exactly?
DAVID: Yes, Return Path. The concept was actually very simple at the start.
It's way more complex now as the company has been around for 20 years.
But, the concept is very simple. People change their email addresses for three
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core reasons. You get a job. You leave school, or at the 'me, you change
"internet providers" because this was the 'me of AOL and such.
This was for a lot of companies the only way they had to contact you. If a
company spent a thousand dollars acquiring customers and your email
address changed, that's a really big problem. We came up with a solu'on that
said, "Give us your new email address. We'll ﬁlter out all the spam and things
you don't want and make sure you get the things that you do want."
We had agreements with a bunch of people. There were large internet
providers to collect that data, so we had this database of all the new, ended
up doing a partnership with the US Postal Service, so if you look at the
bobom of the form there, it says, "What was your old email address? What's
your new email address of it's changed?"
Today, it's way more complex than that and the business is scaled
signiﬁcantly, but that was the concept. It was very interes'ng at the 'me. I
think when honestly, that concept alone is s'll very interes'ng.
YARO: Yes, it sounds like you were almost inven'ng the Google Spam Filter
before Google existed combined with some sort of mail redirec'on digitally.
I'm thinking, at the 'me, too, that would have been something that's
technically was way more challenging than it sounds. I was thinking for a
minute there you were just talking about a human being sihng there
deciding, "No, this email does not go forward. Yes, this one does go forward,"
a service like that [chuckle].
DAVID: Yes. It was a preby rudimentary rule, so when we say, "Do you want
to receive 'promo'onal items,'" and things like that compared with actual
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companies that know who you are and want to be reaching out to you. So,
making sure that you would get the email from e-trade because that's a preby
important one compared to the emails from Restora'on Hardware saying,
"Please come back and buy from us."
YARO: You were part of the founding team but it sounds like you went and
focused on University more than that company.
DAVID: Yes, I was only there for about six to eight months. I build some of
the original prototypes and help with that stuﬀ. We raised some capital,
brought in an outside team and that team has since grown the business
preby signiﬁcantly.
YARO: Are you s'll in anyway involved? Ownership or anything?
DAVID: [Chuckle] I have a 'ny ownership but aker three rounds or four
rounds of funding, I don't think it's a necessarily life-changing or meaningful
amount as much as it was a good experience.
YARO: Okay, so how does all these experiences-- banner management, email
management, website crea'on and development all eventually lead to
Grasshopper? How old were you when you started that?
DAVID: It was my sophomore to junior year of college.
YARO: So, 19, 20, or 21.
DAVID: Yes, 2003 roughly.
YARO: Post dot com crash, [unclear].
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DAVID: Yes.
YARO: So, you already were somewhat in the redirec'ng of informa'on
world with Return Path, so there must be a reconnec'on to Grasshopper
there somehow, I'm not sure how but…
DAVID: I wish it was something like that but it was actually much more
simple than that, which was in all of these experiences, one thing was
consistent that I or my founder or friends or whoever it was in all these small
businesses needed an easy solu'on for phones, right, and the solu'on that
everyone picked was you get a cellphone, or you have a cellphone and you
list that as a phone number. This was s'll earliest stage of cellphones, so it
wasn't tremendously cheap. There was s'll like long distance charges and
stuﬀ.
But, that was the solu'on available for dealing with phone calls for businesses
and I said, "There has to be a beber way because a, I can't answer my phone
in the middle of a class, at home, that's not very professional," looked around
and just didn't ﬁnd anything like those.
What was very interes'ng is the technology existed. PBXs or phone systems
have existed for far longer than that, but no one at the 'me had packaged it
for a small business both from a pricing standpoint or a technology
standpoint in terms of access, meaning you had to buy expensive equipment
that needed to be installed in a physical loca'on if I wanted this type of a
service meaning extensions, transferring, on-hold music… The stuﬀ you'd
expect in a business.
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That's really where it came from. I had no background in telecom. I didn't
understand at all what was involved or how to do it. This was far before Twilio
was available or any sort of API that you could do any of these stuﬀs. Our
ﬁrst server literally had two T1s plugged into the back in the data center. That
was it. It was preby simple.
YARO: Okay so, I'm thinking this is really early days, too. When I was hearing
about Grasshopper and what you guys did, it was… It must have been 2010,
eleven, or twelve? It sounded new and cool then. It was even really new and
cool to be looking at the internet as a way to do anything with the phone. I
think Skype probably was just surfacing around then?
DAVID: Skype I think was just aker that.
YARO: That's great. You were essen'ally dealing with something fairly cuhng
edge even though, like you just described, the technology itself may not have
been, but to bring it to the world of digital media, I guess that was where it
was new.
Can you take us forward? What was the ﬁrst premise of this company and
how did you get your ﬁrst customer?
DAVID: Yes, the premise was quite simple providing a professional image for
small businesses via their phone systems, and we had a diﬀerent brand name.
It wasn't Grasshopper at that 'me. We didn't understand how to market.
The only beneﬁt we had, to be quite honest with you, is because it was so
early, this was before Google AdWords, we were able to purchase clicks on
Amateur at that 'me which were very, very, very cheap. You're talking $0.01
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type of clicks. They were highly targeted. So, our ﬁrst customers came from
just that.
YARO: What kind of phrase? But, what was the phrase? What was the search
phrase for example that you targeted back then?
DAVID: Yes, it was, "phone systems, small business phone", very generic stuﬀ.
As it progressed over 'me, people started to understand "virtual,” so then, we
started adding, "virtual phone system," and stuﬀ like that.
Our ﬁrst thousand customers came from paid ads. We then pushed very hard
on word of mouth. From that day moving forward, we maintained at or above
30% of our ongoing new customers from word of mouth. That also led to our
decision to invest tremendously in customer service years later.
If you take those two things, that compounds preby quickly with the SaaS
business, a thousand customers from paid adver'sing con'nued to do paid
adver'sing and get 30% from referrals, it compounds.
YARO: Can you explain just for those maybe not too technically minded
because this is a startup where you get your ﬁrst customer, they're buying a
phone service from you.
From your end, as a guy s'll in University sehng this company up, and let me
know if you had partners. You keep saying, "we", so it sounds like you
deﬁnitely had some co-founders there. What did you guys do at the back end
to create the service for this ﬁrst customer and then, you obviously had to
have a website or the early day business building stuﬀ.
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I guess you were quite experienced by then, but a lot of listeners s'll are very
curious about that ﬁrst phase of ini'al startup because that's where people
struggle the most.
DAVID: Yes, honestly, we fake everything as long as we could. We built the
website ourselves FrontPage Pro, not in a good way. If it was easy and fast to
do, we fake it as much as possible. The only thing we invested in was building
the course backend sokware, which I build myself, so coded it, created the
website, and then, we literally launched before we had an online interface. At
that 'me, we were also able to charge $10 a month for online access. The
primary way you would access is it would be over the phone, both set up and
listening to voicemails. We built no backend infrastructure for us. You would
call, from a customer service perspec've, and I would answer the phone and
be typing C+ statements into a database to ﬁnd you as a customer.
YARO: Wow.
DAVID: So, I started from customer… whatever, right?
We literally did the bare minimum possible and focused all of our capital on as
much marke'ng as we could possible do to drive customers.
YARO: Do you mind talking about how the margins worked with that kind of
business even back then? I'm sure it's changed today.
DAVID: Yes, the margins were always abrac've for two reasons. One is a
SaaS business. You don't have to obviously re-engage your customers every
month, or resell every month or quarter or a year. But, more importantly, we
had a posi've cash cycle meaning we would buy minutes and customers in
essence would consume minutes.
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However, the way we charged was you would prepay us for the upcoming
month and then, you would post pay us for the minutes. You're prepaying for
the plan or your access to our system like any phone, and then, all of our
backend contracts gave us between 60, 90, and some'mes longer payment
periods. I would be able to collect fully both your pre- and postpaid payments
before I even had to pay the bill for any costs involved.
The actual margins like a good SaaS business, in the early days were probably
around 70 percent. We obviously pushed that up much higher than that
closer to and into the 80s as we scaled. But, 70 percent gross margins are
preby abrac've.
YARO: It's ridiculous, yes. Okay, just to clarify, some people I know when I
ﬁrst heard about Grasshopper, I was like, "So, I get a phone number that is
wherever I want it to be in the States. And it acts like a virtual number so
people can call and they can leave a voicemail. Essen'ally, I can present my
business on with a number that's more professional or more global. Was that
like the main pitch? Even today, it seems like it's the main pitch with the
company. Is that correct?
DAVID: Yes, I don't think it's changed very much. When we started we only
did toll free numbers for example. Now obviously, Grasshopper oﬀers
numbers in every state and city and the world, a number of countries,
mul'ple numbers, much more complex things like voicemail transcrip'on, all
sorts of cool stuﬀ today, tex'ng. Obviously, you can text to and from the
numbers and such, but the core premise has always been the same, a
professional image via your phone number in a virtual way.
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I think one of the things that always made us interes'ng was we were
agnos'c to your technology, meaning we had compe'tors pop up here and
there. A lot of them went to voice over IP routes. You had to buy physical
phones from them, or you had to have like connec'vity from their
connec'vity partners and whatever else. We didn't care if you had a
cellphone, a voice over IP line, a Skype phone number… All of it works with no
hardware sokware to buy or install. You just do that.
YARO: Okay, so when you get your ﬁrst 1000 customers, I don't know, you
didn't say how quickly that happened, but even if it wasn't that quickly,
there's s'll a lot of people and already I'm assuming somewhat a successful
company. You're thinking, "This is my future. Away we go."
Can you tell us a lible bit about any growing pains? What does it mean to
have a thousand versus one customer with that kind of business?
DAVID: Yes, so very quickly we found out the biggest growing pain we had
was people wanted to call us to ask ques'ons because a, the way we set stuﬀ
up was preby crappy. There were a lot of ques'ons about set up. We had this
complex manual that you had to press keys on the phone to program things.
Nothing was good about it from a boarding perspec've or a UI perspec've.
The growing pain was like we just got too many phone calls of people trying
to set up their system. So, that was literally our ﬁrst hire was someone to
answer phones and answer ques'ons.
Now, the diﬃculty here is we had to hire someone that knew how to write
SQL statements, sort of technical. It wasn't like going to this interface and do
this. It was a kind of diﬃcult hire but I'm glad we did it.
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YARO: Okay, so customer service/supertech person [chuckle] goes on board.
That's not a normal combina'on of skills. In fact, it's almost the an'thesis of
those skills being technical and really good at customers [chuckle].
DAVID: Exactly.
YARO: Okay, so one ques'on What was the star'ng price? Because I'm
trying to put my head like what's 1000 customers worth to you with your…?
DAVID: The star'ng price is always $9.95. It's gone up since then, but the
average customer paid about 40 dollars a month.
YARO: Okay, so take us forward from the, like you said the word of mouth
started to kick in. Your ﬁrst thousand that you got with paid adver'sing. What
did it look like from an internal perspec've in the growth of this company?
Was there a management team put on board? Were you looking to get more
investors? Obviously, I'm assuming you grew with more customer service and
built out your web interface to provide more informa'on. What was the
growth going forward?
DAVID: The growth was no outside capital ever, so we never looked for
investors. We just doubled down on marke'ng. Every dollar we had, we put
into marke'ng. Every credit card we had, we used like any possible way we
could fund something we did. And at the 'me American Express gave us
quite a big line. So that was helpful.
YARO: Why were you so hungry? That sounds like you guys are very
aggressive in terms of your growth strategy.
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DAVID: We saw a proﬁtable business. All our goal was, when we started, was
to build something we loved doing and it was a proﬁtable business. Looking
back on the dot com era of crazy ideas that no way could have ever made
money. It was the an'thesis of what we wanted to do. That was our goal. We
never had an exit plan which is why we didn't get investors. We just wanted
to build something that we love going to every day.
YARO: Okay, so no investors. Every penny is going towards probably I'm
guessing marke'ng is a big part of that then.
DAVID: All marke'ng.
YARO: What did that start to look like as the internet's maturing? Obviously,
Google's coming into the play, Google AdWords, eventually, YouTube video
marke'ng, podcast marke'ng [laughter] and so on… How does it all evolve?
DAVID: [Laughter]Yes, so because of our early success with Amateur and
those search or paid ads, obviously, we went preby hard into Google
AdWords and tried to spend as much as we logically could base on our
payback cycles and then, how well we could op'mize and we were not great
at that 'me at op'mizing, so we spent a lot of 'me doing that.
We played with all sorts of other channels and always did throughout all of
the years right. For example, puhng adver'sements on trays on the airplanes
because there were some commuter airplanes going between Boston and
New York. We tested XM Sirius radio adver'sing literally as one of the ﬁrst
adver'sers on Howard Stern when he swapped over from regular radio,
which we discovered is a great channel for us and ul'mately over a long
period of 'me, scale that to a $12 million dollar a year spend on terrestrial
radio alone in the ﬁnal year before we sold it. Things like that.
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I think the one big change throughout that whole period of 'me right, and
obviously we did all the bits and pieces between there-- banner ads and
everything else-- and tried every medium or channel we possibly could, print
ads in magazines which were not all that great, but returns some value at
some point.
The biggest change throughout that is we really started to understand AB
tes'ng and op'miza'on, and when we did that, all of our channels got beber
and we created a culture internally of AB tes'ng and data and answering
ques'ons with data. That I think changed the company more than any other
thing.
YARO: I don't know if people are interested in how mainstream Grasshopper
became or even the target market seems to be… I would have thought it was
a very niche small business owner only kind of target market. But, if you're
going on radio, it sounds like you're going for the whole planet in some ways
as a customer base.
DAVID: Yes, we always looked at ourselves as a consumer marke'ng
company. Although we sold to SMBs or small businesses and business people
in general, our type of customer, the one-to-10 employee customer always
consumed and acted like a consumer. So, that means a lot of direct
adver'sing, branding, all of those things that you would do in tradi'onal
consumer adver'sing compared with white papers and sales staﬀ and
engagement that you would do on a B2B sale.
Radio obviously was very targeted s'll, so we weren't adver'sing necessarily
at the start on more mainstream channels. News, talk, sports were kind of a
target on XM Sirius. When we expanded into standard radio or terrestrial
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radio, that deﬁnitely expanded to morning drive 'me and then, evening drive
'me to catch entrepreneurs in the car, people like that. But yes, very wide
market. Anyone from the consultant working at home to the guy that's out
doing lawn care.
YARO: Okay, I can see why Andrew Warner's audience with Mixergy would
have been preby square for your target audience, right?
DAVID: Perfect 'ming.
YARO: Yes. Okay, so you obviously sold the company. The claim to fame that
seems to be associated with you everywhere is you scrapped… Well, I don't
want to say… hustled your way to a 30-million-dollar average run rate with
this company and then sold it. Can you take us through why you decided to
sell it and how your life changed and so on?
DAVID: Sure. Yes, so we never planned to sell it like I said before. It was very
surprising for us and also probably not within our plans. I think it worked out
for a number of reasons. There were some core things that were important to
us. We had built a brand that we really loved and cared about -- Grasshopper,
we people iden'ﬁed, kind of entrepreneur and entrepreneurship with the
word Grasshopper. We have always had oﬀers all sorts of 'mes for people to
buy the company or investors and we always turned them down.
One of the core things here was that the company buying it at the 'me,
Citrix, always kept the brand, so that was one. They cared about our people,
making sure they retain. That was two.
And then, obviously from an entrepreneur's perspec've, they were valuing it
at a future number compared to where we valued it today. What it came
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down to for me and my business partner, I had one business partner. When
we sold it, we had a management team that really came down to as... They
were paying forward of value, so it was just a de-risking ques'on for us
where, as entrepreneurs, 100 percent of our net worth is 'ed up in a nonliquid asset that is highly vola'le. If someone is willing to forward pay the
value a signiﬁcant amount and de-risk that whole scenario, it's something that
you have to consider. I think the ﬁnal piece that made it all ﬁt together was it
made sense for the business from a scale perspec've, being able to cross-sell
and up sell within a larger organiza'on, probably some of the formali'es and
things that happen in a bigger organiza'on as we go past 30 million a year in
revenue. All of those things ﬁt together and that just brought it together.
YARO: Was Citrix Systems just one of many companies that approached you
and then they just happened to have a deal that was interes'ng?
DAVID: Yes, so lots of people had approached us over the years. Citrix was
the only one at that 'me that we were discussing with and we had all sorts of
discussions internally. Do we shop this deal and create an auc'on between
mul'ple buyers and all this stuﬀ? Obviously, we had recommenda'ons that
that's the best thing to do.
I really actually don't think that it's the best thing to do. A lot of cases, it kills
deals. In most cases, we always hear about the ones where four companies
like Apple, Cisco, and whoever all bidding at it. That's the rare scenario, not
the standard.
For us, it was much more important to come to a deal that was wellstructured, suitable for everyone and beyond just the total purchase numbers,
well-structured from an Escrow perspec've, and all the other things that go
into a deal and gehng it done. We also don't want the distrac'on. We were
running a business that we had no backstop to if we screwed up like there
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were no investors, or there was no... if we screw up. We couldn't take our eye
oﬀ the ball. We didn't want to go down that path. They were the only one we
were talking to at the 'me.
YARO: As per your Wikipedia entry, it ended up selling in 2015 for 165
million in cash and 8.65 million in stock. I'm assuming at that point, you were
certainly ﬁnancially free and unable to do whatever you want. But, we haven't
even men'oned that before all this happened, you actually had started some
other companies on the way. It sounds like you would actually separate a lible
bit in terms of day-to-day role at Grasshopper before then? Is that correct?
Gave you 'me to do these other projects, or were you just really using your
hours very well.
DAVID: I think I was just using my hours really well. I was s'll fully involved in
Grasshopper.
YARO: Okay. So, when Grasshopper, the deal closed, the money was in your
bank account, what were you thinking was next for you at that 'me? That's
only three years ago.
DAVID: Yes, it was really diﬃcult to actually… We lek the company
immediately, which was part of the deal because they didn't need us. We had
a management team in place and it was actually more beneﬁcial for Citrix not
to have two more entrepreneurs to put in highly paid, 'tled posi'ons for no
reason. Literally, sale and then next day, email address has changed.
Everything is diﬀerent. There's a big emo'onal component there.
For 12 years, I was the Grasshopper guy. That was my iden'ty. I was just
known as that to I'm no longer there [chuckle]. I think it was a lible bit
emo'onal in that way. I spent a lot of 'me talking to other people who had
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gone through exits and the one common theme I heard across the board was
just don't rush into anything no maber what it is. I'm not the type of person
to sit idle, so that was very diﬃcult for me to hear and I probably wished I
listened more to that.
My reac'on was I did lots of diﬀerent lible things. Rather than rushing full
head into one thing, I went and helped VC fund on the West Coast and did
an entrepreneur residence with them. I did some inves'ng. I did some
advising, some consul'ng to test and feel where I like to do things and where
I didn't. And I'm glad I did that. I wish, looking back on it, I'd probably spend a
lible bit more 'me dealing with the emo'onal side of it ini'ally, but because
of it, I discovered a lot of great things about myself and mindfulness and
medita'on yoga, things like that. I actually did a 200-hour yoga teacher
training and started that as a whole new journey for myself.
Well, that's quite a diﬀerence from the pace of being a founder. But, not that
uncommon combina'on, isn't it or progression in the path.
Before we talk about your book and what you've been doing the last few
years around this subject, I can see the switch right there, I just wanted to
touch on Chargify and all these other companies that you were... Pop Survey,
I don't know how much of this is s'll going. If you're one of these serial
entrepreneurs, which you have, I don't know what a side hustle versus an
actual... You've got Mark Cuban inves'ng in Chargify, so it's probably not a
side hustle. Are they s'll running? Are you s'll involved with them? What's
going on with those ones?
DAVID: Yes. We started lots of stuﬀ both inside of Grasshopper and out.
Chargify was, I'd say one of the more successful ones. A lot of the others we
closed down, a company called Spreadable, Pop survey, and a company that
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was related to it, we ul'mately donated to a charity that now sold the
business oﬀ to make some money. That was helpful.
Chargify is one that done the best. That team is s'll in place. We sold the
company to a fund that we're heavily involved in funded by SaaS companies
and scales them. Chargify was growing at a reasonable percent, nothing fast,
nothing great. They've more than doubled or tripled that growth rate and
they're doing very well. I don't know the exact revenue numbers now, but
they'll probably be in the 10-million-dollar range soon I assume. I don't see
that data closely anymore.
YARO: What was the unique, what's the USP?
DAVID: So, they help other people that are selling things via SaaS bill and
charge their customers. Instead of building your own billing system, you just
outsource this. You can use any gateway you want, Stripe or whatever else, it
doesn't really maber. But, this is all the plans, discounts, subscrip'ons, history,
metered billing, very complex scenarios where you have both metered and
other stuﬀ, we built this internally because we had a need for it. We were
billing hundreds of thousands of customers, millions of minutes in a very fast
pace. We ul'mately, internally Grasshopper built our billing system three
separate 'mes and Chargify came out of that.
YARO: All right, interes'ng. Okay, I can see you obviously were a busy guy in
the last 15 maybe 20 years really since you're 12 years old in some ways
[chuckle], 25 years, and you just recently realized you had to post-exi'ng,
take care of some other parts of your life-- medita'on, probably look at
mindfulness and so on.
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The author, and this is, I guess why it's funny when you get to hear people
pop on podcasts and suddenly, they're everywhere and they tell you, "Oh,
you've wriben a new book. And, it's like, "Ah-ha, it makes a lot of sense."
Your book called Evolve: Op'mize Your Life, Body, and Mind, it certainly
doesn't sound like it's speciﬁcally a business book. It sounds more like it's
what you've been through in the last few years perhaps as a reac'on to your
business 'me, but also looking at how to use this kind of concepts as an
entrepreneur, I'm assuming because obviously, you want to op'mize your
produc'vity, your output.
Can you tell us a lible bit about that book and maybe even you can cover a
few of the concepts?
DAVID: Sure, yes, 100 percent.
It's deﬁnitely not a business book, but what's really interes'ng is just naturally
without even trying, I think I just con'nue to apply business concepts to
health op'miza'on, personal op'miza'on, and as a category human
op'miza'on. The book is laid out in a framework very much like Agile
development or Agile tes'ng framework where we iden'fy issues, we
priori'ze, we come up with a hypothesis, we've learned from it, and we
con'nue in this loop through op'miza'on.
I don't think anyone's really applied that to health before. In my journey, I'm
not someone that does things halfway. I guess that's good and bad. But, for
example, while I was at Grasshopper, I had always struggled with kind of
being overweight and not really happy with it, followed the tradi'onal advice
like eat low fat, make sure you exercise.
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I'm like, "Okay, well this isn't working for me. Let me do something about it." I
went all out on exercise, probably about eight years ago or maybe 10 years
ago now. Went from not running at all to running Boston Marathon, not
running it fast, but I mean I completed it. Went from not riding a bike since I
was a kid and just kind of around to doing triathlons and half ironman.
YARO: Wow.
DAVID: And ul'mately destroyed my knees and I wasn't very happy. I lost
some weight. But more importantly, I didn't feel good. I had pains in my legs
and my body. I was taking Advil or aspirin to feel beber. I had brain fog. My
produc'vity was slowing down. These were aﬀec'ng my business and me
personally.
I started the journey that a lot of people do. I started looking at diet, how do I
fuel my body? I started looking at how do I use my doctor eﬀec'vely? From
never going to a doctor to now, I see a doc my doctor regularly and do blood
tests. I just did one this morning, which is like almost a small blood dona'on.
Again, zero all the way to... And, I think the book provides a nice framework
to be used, but also insight into all these areas that I've spent way too much
'me and money dealing with so other people don't have to.
YARO: If we go back in 'me or maybe even talk about this for a person
listening who is earlier at the early stages of star'ng a business and also
maybe they're not thinking about the health aspect. They're certainly thinking
about the produc'vity aspect because they're probably thinking they have to
get a lot done every day. What are one, or two, or three that are the most
important things to get right?
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I'll say it as an entrepreneur, but really, it's as a human being who wants to do
a lot with their life as you have so far. Now in hindsight, especially what can
you say, maybe you would even do diﬀerently, although you've been very
successful, perhaps you would have rebalanced certain things.
DAVID: In hindsight, 100 percent I would have focused far more on the fuel
going into my body, so my food consump'on. I have very speciﬁc personal
opinions about what I think is an op'mal human diet and, in my case, what
I've found is a low-carb kind of ketogenic diet is op'mal for me and while I
don't promote that necessarily to people, I promote the idea of ﬁnding the
op'mal diet for you, and op'mal means peak performance both mentally and
physically. I care much less about what other people are saying are the best
things are op'mal or why you should eat vegan or this or that. None of those
mabers.
What mabers is peak performance. Can I reduce brain fog? Can I not feel
'red during the day? For me, one of the biggest things is I felt like I was
always hungry and gehng rid of that increases produc'vity instantly because
I'm no longer thinking about my next meal or what I need to deal with. It's just
gone like just gone. So, I wish that I had spent more 'me looking back on fuel
and then, the category aker that is probably sleep and I could talk forever
about sleep, but between those two, I think focusing on those are probably
the ﬁrst areas I would care about.
YARO: How does that link to being more produc've because I think it should
be obvious, beber fuel more energy, beber sleep more recovery. But, let's
face it. The world of tech startup cliché is, "Don't sleep. Eat a pizza while
you're coding on a computer," [laughter].
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DAVID: [Laughter] Yes, which I did. I ordered pizzas for the whole team. I did
it. I get it.
Look, there are obviously 'mes when staying up all night is important and
cri'cal. I did it for years and probably far too long. It's easier to do when
you're younger. But what I've started to realize more and more is if I can be
most produc've in my hours awake, that's probably the best thing.
And so, if you're looking for like the easiest 'ps and tricks, what I always tell
people was like, "Look, wake up as early as possible, as close to the sunrise as
possible without an alarm clock, which automa'cally forces you to go to bed
earlier."
However, the best thing about this, besides that it's the natural circadian
rhythm and all of those things we can talk about, the best thing is most
people are not awake at 5:00 or 6:00AM. Some of my most produc've hours
of the day are at 5:00 or 6:00AM. The kids aren't awake. There's nothing
happening. I'm not gehng phone calls. E-mails are far slower. Less
distrac'ons. I can get focused working done. People always say like, "Oh my
god, you get so much done. There's not enough hours in the day."
I'm like, yes, there are enough hours in the day. If you get up two hours
before everyone else, you've bought two hours because the inverse is I spend
two hours at night watching television or binge-watching Ne|lix or doing
something unrelated and not helpful just to stay up later.
YARO: Okay, so is the book available currently or is it coming soon?
DAVID: It's coming soon. You can ﬁnd informa'on at EvolveBook.com. It will
be released in the beginning of next year. We're preby excited about it. A lot
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of work has gone into it from a personal perspec've and tremendous amount
of research and personal tes'ng, as well as scien'ﬁc study and 'me. But,
what we're most excited about is it's never been all put together in one place
like this with a framework that allows each person to take personal
responsibility and go on their own journey.
YARO: EvolveBook.com. I might try and stagger the release of your episode,
David and get it closer to the release date. So, when you listen to this, you
might actually be able to grab the book or very soon grab the book. That's
2019 for those listening because obviously podcasts, you could be listening
to this in 2025 [laughter].
DAVID: Oh yes, exactly. One wrap-up ques'on before we head oﬀ, David,
I'm curious from the point of view of an entrepreneur who's interested in
star'ng a SaaS, it sounds like that's been your thing. You deﬁnitely had the
greatest success with that. What is the most important thing to get right with
the brand new SaaS startup?
DAVID: Yes, I get asked this all the 'me especially as we look in investor
decks and other stuﬀ. I think 100 percent, it's gehng to a real problem that
people have and solving that problem, not just providing a painkiller but really
solving the problem and making sure people are willing to pay for it.
If people are not willing to pay for it, I'm not interested and it's not a SaaS
company. I just don't understand that type of a business. It's much more
consumer-related. So, solving a real problem that is tremendously painful for
me and make sure that I'm willing to pay for it. If you can answer those two
ques'ons, you're on the right track for something.
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YARO: Ok. Good advice. Not always easy advice to ﬁnd the sweet spot, but
that's the magic. Anything else you want to throw at as, David, before we
wrap up the call?
DAVID: No, honestly the only thing I always add and people always ask me
like what's the one piece of advice? The one piece of advice I always give is
just do something. Just go out and do anything. The worst is just talking
about it and not doing something because each step of the way, you'll learn
what it is. Maybe you have the wrong problem, maybe you have the wrong
solu'on, maybe people aren't paying you.
However, if you have goben to that point where you've created something
and someone is not paying you, you are farther along than talking about it in
an investor deck and pretending that you think you know things. Just go do
something, anything and you'll end up further, far faster.
YARO: Okay, fantas'c. So EvolveBook.com for when the book is available,
and then, I know you have DavidHauser.com. Are there any other websites
for people you want to send them to?
DAVID: Yes, those are probably two core ones-- EvolveBook.com and
DavidHauser.com always has the most up-to-date informa'on.
YARO: Okay, awesome. Well, David thank you for spending some 'me with
us today. I appreciate the backstory there. You certainly are a serial
entrepreneur and you've done it all very young, so you've s'll got another
career ahead of you, which would be interes'ng to see what that looks like.
Could be spiritual guru/author, you never know with these things [laughter].
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DAVID: [Laughter] Yes, we'll see where it goes. Honestly, I just want to
con'nue my purpose of empowering other people through what I've learned
or know and give back. That's my purpose right now. Hopefully, the book can
help with that.
YARO: Okay, we'll end on that note. Thank you everyone for listening in.
We'll talk to you soon.
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LAUNCH, GROW AND PROFIT
FROM YOUR OWN PODCAST
USING THE ‘INTERVIEW
STORY’ FORMULA
Podcas'ng can be a great way to engage with your audience, drive traﬃc to
your website and promote your products and services. If you’ve ever
thought about star'ng a podcast but don’t know where to start, Yaro has
created Power Podcas9ng: a step-by-step training program that teaches you:
• The basic technical tools you need to start podcas9ng FAST
• How to reﬁne the strategic purpose behind your podcast by becoming
clear about what you want it to do for your business
• How to conduct a ‘Podcast Launch’ so you can make a big splash
when you ﬁrst publish your podcast
• The 10 step process for crea'ng a powerful storytelling interview
• How to NOT be dependent on iTunes for your podcast traﬃc growth
by tapping into other powerful referral traﬃc sources
• Three diﬀerent op'ons for charging money for podcast content, and
what op'on I recommend you focus on.
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